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The New ŠKODA Yeti



The new ŠKODA Yeti is an SUV unlike any other. Its solid stance, 

agile handling, luxurious and comfortable interiors make it the 

perfect drive in the clogged and congested roads that crisscross our 

cities. Take it out to play, away from the trappings of civilization, 

and a completely new beast emerges from that suave and 

sophisticated exterior: a powerful, tough, surefooted, infallible, 

terrain-chewing fiend. Rivers, mountain roads, dirt tracks, there’s 

nothing on this earth that the Yeti cannot handle. Go ahead, step 

inside and experience a ride that’s wild, yet tame.



Designed to stand
out in the city. 
And stand up to
the wilderness.

Design





The ŠKODA Yeti draws its inspiration from the new 
ŠKODA design language. Clear and sharp lines 
etched into its muscular, yet solid body give it a 
sleeker, more refined silhouette. The precise 
crystalline design philosophy translates into a 
futuristic fascia and a neater fifth door with the 
distinct ŠKODA logo. Add to that the sharply drawn 
headlamps, with LED daytime running lights, and 
you have got an SUV that’s at home in the busiest 
part of the town and the darkest part of the jungle.



• Adaptive Front Light System (AFS) with the LEDs 
daytime running lights, and the Curve Projector 
headlamps create a striking presence for the Yeti. Increased 
light output and natural white colour of Xenon light (for low 
and high beam) causes less fatigue in low light conditions.
 
• Cornering Fog Lamps - The spilt fog lamps in narrowed 
rectangular design underline Yeti’s uniqueness. The corner 
lights are intended for gradually illuminating the area 
around the front corners of the vehicle. They illuminate 
blind spots created by dark areas by lighting up the space 
the car is about to turn into. This also improves visibility for 
the driver while parking in tight spots. 

• The New Front Grille of the Yeti commands attention. 
The bodywork features a dominating front grille with a 
chrome frame, the shape of which highlights the new 
ŠKODA logo. The frame also tones the aggressive 
expression lent to the car by its piercing headlights. 
Further, the chrome finish on the exterior of the car gives 
the Yeti a premium look and feel. 
  
• When viewed from the rear, the car has a strikingly clean 
design. The New Solid Bumper with silver protective 
cover promises safety. You will find a lot of elements on 
the rear bodywork that are typical of new ŠKODA cars: the 
new ŠKODA logo, lettering, crystalline recessions for the 
registration plate, and C-shaped tail lamps.

• The Silver Roof Rail, ORVM and Side Moulding inserts 
further enhance the sturdy build of the Yeti. 

• The Bi-colour roof on the Yeti, doesn’t just make the car 
look dynamic, it also makes the Yeti look distinctive.

16, Forest (4x4) 16, Dolomite (4x2)





• The dual-tone interiors with Boreal wood décor and 
premium leather seat upholstery make the Yeti’s cabin a 
sublime combination of comfort and elegance. Also, the 
chrome interior inside the car adds a luxurious feel to          
the cabin.

• The new three-spoke leather steering wheel gives you 
a more confident grip and enhances the already posh 
interiors of this car.

• Stainless steel pedals with rubber anti-slip elements 
provides a better grip and doesn’t allow mud and dirt to 
settle on the pedals.

Images for representational purposes only.



Built to keep you safe
on the road to the mall.
And on the road
to the waterfall.

Safety





Tarmac or no tarmac, in the ŠKODA Yeti, you will 
always be safe and on top of the situation - whether 
it’s driving through dirt tracks, torrential rainfall or 
simply dealing with errant drivers on the road.
 

• All that tumbling around on the wild trail calls for some 
extra protection. The ŠKODA Yeti comes with 6-airbags 
that include dual-front airbags, curtain airbags at both the 
front and the rear, and side airbags for the driver and the 
front passenger. Complete protection, is a Yeti away.

• Driving downhill was never easier thanks to the Yeti’s 
Hill Descent Control. With this feature, a constant speed 
is maintained when driving downhill by means of 
automatic wheel braking. Thus, you can focus only on 
steering the vehicle down the slope, making the task 
much easier.

• The Yeti’s Drive-off Assistant feature assists the driver 
when pulling away from a stationary position in difficult 
situations - such as when starting off up a hill or when 
moving off with another vehicle in tow. The Drive-Off 
Assistant lets the driver depress the accelerator pedal to 
the maximum, while the electronics control the engine 
speed for an easy getaway.

Image for representational purpose only



• Electronic Stability Control (ESC) - Is the most advanced 
system of controlling the car’s driving dynamics. ESC 
makes high speed driving a safe experience, and lets the 
driver exploit and enjoy the limits of the car’s performance 
without being excessively worried about loss of control, 
such as when driving too fast into a curve or when 
avoiding an obstacle at high speed. It detects an eventual 
skid much sooner and more accurately than the driver, and 
intervenes with total precision, at a speed and manner 
unattainable by even the most experienced driver.

• Hill Hold Control (HHC) - ‘Holds’ the car on an uphill 
slope by braking it, so that the driver can safely drive off 
without rolling/sliding backwards or having to use the 
handbrake. It makes uphill starts easy from a stationary 
position especially on ascent of bridges and basement 
parking lots.

• Tyre Pressure Monitoring (TPM) - Continuously monitors 
the air pressure in the individual tyres and prevents critical 
situations by providing timely warning of pressure loss in 
any of the tyres due to severe under-inflation or a defect 
that radically changes the car’s drive behaviour.

• The Rear View Camera with its display in the LCD 
Touchscreen Audio Player helps you enjoy easier parking 
with the Park-tronic sensors probe the space around the 
front and the rear of the car to determine the presence of 
obstacles. An audio warning signal is relayed over the front 
and rear Parktronic speakers, which subconsciously creates a 
spatial impression of the approaching obstacle. This helps 
the driver’s judgement while parking. Furthermore, the 
Park-tronic display shows the distance and direction of the 
obstacle on a large colour screen.

• The Automatically Dimming Interior And Exterior Rear 
View mirrors in the Yeti ensure that the driver of the Yeti 
has a clear rear view.

 

 

 

On 10% vehicle inclination, the system locks the speed 
the Yeti is going down at, for the rest of the slope.

Constant speed is maintained downhill.

On the slope reducing to 8% for a short 
period, the system stays active to prevent 
uncontrolled vehicle acceleration.

The Yeti continues downhill in 
the same controlled speed as 
before.

This constant speed is maintained by the system, 
allowing the driver to concentrate on steering the car.





Keeps you cozy even
in the harshest
environments.

Yes, even in traffic.

Comfort





• Dual-zone Climatronic - the automatic climate control 
system maintains the temperature inside the passenger 
compartment at a constant value. The Climatronic 
Dual-Zone system works with multiple sensors to 
automatically adjust the temperature, direction, and 
volume of air, and distributes it individually to the left and 
right zones of the cabin. It analyses the data from the 
temperature sensors in the interior and also from the 
intensity of sunlight coming into the car.

• Automatic Air Circulation Including Air Quality Sensor 
(AQS) - Automatic air circulation improves the quality of 
the air inside the car. Automatic air circulation in the 
passenger cabin is supported by the electronic AQS 
designed to detect increased concentrations of harmful 
substances in the air intake. It makes the driving 
experience more pleasurable and helps the occupants to 
remain comfortable.

• The 12-way Electrically Adjustable Driver’s Seat has a 
memory setting that can store three different seat 
positions along with three external rear view mirror 
settings. Complete electrical adjustment gives the 
comfort of one touch operation for all seat adjustments. 
The 12 settings are - under thigh support adjustment, 
vertical lumbar support adjustment, horizontal lumbar 
support adjustment, height adjustment, recline 
adjustment, and length adjustment.

• Electrically foldable external door mirrors keep your 
Yeti  safe from damages while parking in narrow streets.



Everything at the
touch of a button.
Even adventure.

Convenience





Large amount of space, cruise control technology, 
personal comfort settings and adaptive features 
such as wipers with rain sensors, make driving the 
Yeti a delightful experience.

• The ŠKODA Yeti comes with a unique VarioFlex Space 
Management System. This feature allows you to 
completely rearrange the inside of your vehicle. It allows 
you to recline the rear seat backrests, fold them or even 
detach them completely. In fact, all the rear seats are 
detachable. Now, the more space you need, the more 
space you shall receive.

• Automatic Front Wipers with Rain Sensors - When rain 
is detected, the rain sensor automatically activates the 
front aero wipers and adjusts their speed with the 
intensity of the rain. It sets the driver free from manual 
operation of the wipers, and thus the driver can focus on 
the drive and enjoy the driving experience.



• The Cruise Control System maintains a constant speed, 
and eliminates the need to constantly put pressure on the 
accelerator pedal. It reduces driver fatigue over long 
journeys by giving rest to the ‘accelerator foot’, and also 
helps deliver constant fuel economy on open roads.

• Boarding spot lamps - are located in the lower part of 
the side mirror covers and in the lower sections of the 
front and rear doors. Boarding spots light up when the 
doors are opened or when the car is unlocked by remote 
control. They guide users when stepping in and out of the 
car in the dark and also help to identify the car in low 
ambient light conditions, for instance, a basement 
parking area.

• Light Assistant, coming/leaving home and tunnel lights -  
This feature automatically switches on the car’s lights for a 
specific period of time when leaving it and when 
approaching it. Leaving home and coming home lights 
illuminate the path to and from the car respectively, and 
help users to easily find their way. It also switches on the 
car’s lights when entering a tunnel or similar areas with 
poor illumination.



For those trips
to the office.
And sometimes,
way beyond office.

Safety, Storage
and Security





As admirers of ŠKODA have come to expect, the Yeti is 
full of clever and innovative storage areas and designs. 
So whether it’s putting away your knick-knacks, or 
stowing away the bottle of water without it spilling, 
the Yeti steps up with solutions, not many cars offer.

• Rear seat armrest with through-loading and table 
function - With the rear-center armrest lowered, 
passengers have easy access to the boot of the car 
without exiting the car. The armrest can also be used as a 
table to keep your cold drinks and magazines. No more 
stacking of stuff under the seat. 

• Jumbo Box Storage Compartment - The Jumbo box, 
conveniently located below the front adjustable center 
armrest is large enough to accommodate numerous CDs 
and valuables such as keys, wallets and more. What’s 
more, the Jumbo box also helps keep your beverages cool 
and ready for a sip. 

• Eyewear compartment - In the Yeti you’ll find space for 
everything. Even for your sunglasses. Located right above 
the front reading lamps, you’ll find the eyewear 
compartment. Now, your shades are only a stretch away. 

• Adjustable Luggage Hook System - The fastening 
system in the luggage compartment can be used for 
multiple purposes, from hanging shopping bags to 
securing things with the net. Now, your things will always 
be where you left them. 



At ŠKODA we think ahead. Especially, when it comes 
to your security. For instance, what if you lose your 
keys? What if your entertainment system is stolen? 
What if someone gets access to the car? It’s this kind 
of thinking that ensures a safe and secure car for 
you. Much like the Yeti.

• KESSY - In vehicles equipped with KESSY (Keyless Entry 
Start and exit System) there is a Start/Stop button on the 
steering column for keyless starting and switching off of the 
engine. The car is equipped with sensors monitoring your 
approach and allows you to get into the car without using 
the key.

• Engine Immobiliser With Floating Code - After the ignition 
is switched off, a new immobiliser code is automatically 
stored in the key, making it very hard to detect the code. The 
car is secured from electronically aided smart thefts by not 
allowing the engine to start if the codes do not match. 
 
• Security Code for Central Infotainment System - The 
central infotainment system has an electronic code, which is 
paired with the instrument panel control unit, such that the 
system only functions when both the codes match correctly.
 
• Remote Control Opening And Closing Of Windows - In case 
the windows of the Yeti are mistakenly left open, they can be 
closed from a distance with the help of a remote control.

• The Driver Activity Assistant System - It automatically 
analyses the driving characteristics and if that indicates 
possible fatigue, it recommends that the driver takes break. 
The system continually evaluates steering wheel movements 
along with other signals in the vehicle on motorways and 
others roads at speeds in excess of 65 km/h, and estimates 
the fatigue. If fatigue is detected, the driver is warned by 
information in the Multi-function Display and an acoustic 
signal. The warning is repeated after 15 minutes if the driver 
has not taken a break.



When the going
gets tough, 
you can trust the Yeti
to get going. 

Engine &
Transmission





ENGINE
The ŠKODA Yeti is powered by a 2.0 TDI CR Diesel Engine. 
It perfectly combines power and refinement giving you 
high fuel economy, lower emissions and higher torque.

TRANSMISSION
6-speed manual transmission guarantees precise gear 
shifting and easy short distance gear stick movement, 
ensuring a comfortable drive.
 
The new 5th Generation Clutch is an electronically 
controlled multi-plate clutch between the front and rear 
axle. On the permanent four-wheel drive system, it 
enables the propulsive power to be distributed variably 
between the front and rear wheels. Its continuous 
adjustment is performed by a controlled unit that takes 
slips, handling conditions and drive torque into account.





ACCESSORIES
SPORT AND DESIGN

Rear bumper protective strip –    
aluminium look
This strip protecting the bumper from 
mechanical damage when loading and 
unloading the boot is made of 
high-quality, through-coloured material 
and is finished off with silver lacquer to 
create the appearance of aluminium.
Rear bumper protective strip – 
aluminium look for Yeti (5L6 061 195)

Side doorsill covers – aluminium look
Impressive side doorsill covers made of 
plastic  with an aluminium look will 
protect the sides of the vehicle’s 
undercarriage from scratches. Together 
with a decorative cover for the front 
bumper, they create the basis for the 
rugged look of the Yeti (5L0 071 685)

Side mirror covers – aluminium look
When purchasing a Yeti vehicle you can 
decide between three designs of side 
mirror covers. The standard cover can be 
replaced with covers in the colour of 
aluminium black metallic design look. 
Silver mirrors are standard for the Yeti 
(5L0 071 719)

Side mirror covers in black design
Side mirror covers in black metallic design (5L0 072 530)

Side protective strips with aluminium look insert
Side protective strips will prevent minor scrapes and 
dents in cramped parking lots, and their aluminium 
inserts will improve the appearance of the vehicle, 
especially when combined with other details having 
the aluminium look. The strips also limit dirtiness of 
the vehicle above their level (5L0 071 329A)



Stainless steel exhaust tailpipe
2.0 TDI CR 81 kW/103 kW (5L0 071 911A) 

Roof strips
Plastic roof strips will protect the vehicle roof from 
being damaged by objects transported on the roof 
rack. Manufactured of tough ABS/ASA plastic, the 
four-piece set of black strips is affixed to the car top 
using a special adhesive (5L0 071 326)

Decorative door sill strips
With aluminium inserts protect the car body when 
getting in and out and while significantly improving 
the attractiveness of the interior (5L0 071 303)

Black door sill covers
Protection for your Yeti; doorsill covers with stylish 
Yeti sign, protect surfaces of sills and simultaneously 
individualize the look of your car (5L0 071 303A)

Screw covers* for more aesthetic look of the 
wheels; silver-grey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37); for wheels 
with safety bolts 000 071 597 C (1Z0 071 215A Z37); 
silver-grey glossy (1Z0 071 215 U27); silver metallic 
(1Z0 071 215 7ZS); black glossy (1Z0 071 215 9B9); black 
matt (1Z0 071 215 01C); for wheels with safety bolts 
000 071 597 C (1Z0 071 215A 01C)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 16 Nevis for tyre 205/55 R16 in 
silver design (5L0 071 496A 8Z8)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 16 Moon for tyre 205/55 R16 in 
silver design (3T0 071 496A 7ZS)

Alloy wheel 7.0J x 16 Spectrum for tyre 205/55 R16 
in silver design (3T0 071 496 7ZS)

Stainless steel foot pedal covers
These non-slip sport pedals attachments in brushed 
stainless steel are a real win. While decent design 
impresses, anti-slip coating improves grip. 3-piece 
set for manual transmission (5L1 064 200)



COMFORT & UTILITY

Everything in a Yeti has its place, including discarded 
papers, tickets and candy wrappers. Removable 
waste bin placed in the front door clipboard will help 
to get rid of them easily. Available in two colours (5JA 
061 107 9B9 - black; 5JA 061 107 WC4 - beige)

However long you travel, a wooden clothes hanger 
can keep your coat, shirt or dress looking freshly 
pressed (3T0 061 127)

Tough front mud flaps protect the underside of the 
vehicle, bumpers and door sills from dirt and 
dangerous flying rocks (KEA 630 001)

Rear mud flaps protect the rear of the vehicle, rear 
bumper and vehicles driving behind you from flying 
rocks and splashing water (5L0 075 101A)

Multimedia holder into the centre console will 
ensure quick availability and comfortable handling of 
your music player, cell phone or other multimedia 
devices (5JA 051 435A)

Rubber mat for the boot will prepare you for 
anything. Whether you transport dirty sport 
equipment, construction material, paint, or even acid, 
it will reliably protect your boot. The material has a 
washable and anti-slip surface (5L6 061 160A for 
boot with false floor*; 5L6 061 160B for boot without
false floor)

Netting system keeps luggage in its place and helps 
keep the boot tidy. It also increases passenger 
safety by preventing the movement of objects in 
case of an accident. 5-piece set in silver colour (DMA 
630 003 for boot without spare wheel; DMA 630 
002 for false floor); 4-piece set (DMA 630 001 for 
boot with spare wheel)

Net beneath the luggage compartment lid                      
A washable upper pocket with zipper and lower net 
will enhance the vehicle interior with two additional 
stowage areas. It can be used also for longer objects 
weighing less than 1.5 kg (DMK 630 002)

Plastic boot dish provides maximum protection of 
the boot from dirt of all types, including acid. It has a 
high rim, is exceptionally strong and easy to clean 
(5L6 061 162)



COMFORT & UTILITY MUSIC & COMMUNICATION

False floor A practical false floor horizontally divides 
the luggage compartment and also squares off the 
cargo area at the level of the folded-down back 
seats. Two variants are available: one for a vehicle 
with a spare tyre and one for a vehicle without it 
(DAA 630 001)

Thermoelectric cooling box with 20 litres of space 
will ensure snacks are at hand and at the right 
temperature. It can chill food as needed and also 
two-litre bottles can be accommodated without 
problems in vertical transportation (000 065 400E)

Connecting cable  for MDI (Mobile Device Interface)
for iPod/iPhone–MDI (AZO 800 001);
for USB–MDI (AZO 800 002);
for miniUSB–MDI (AZO 800 003);
for 3.5mm jack–MDI (AZO 800 004)
No photo:
Kit for additional fitting of MDI
(5L0 051 592)



TRANSPORT

Interior bicycle holder With this holder, you can easily and safely transport up to 
two bicycles in the Yeti’s interior. This will save on fuel consumption and prevent 
bicycles from becoming soiled in inclement weather (3T9 056 700)

Transverse roof rack* The luggage rack control is very simple. To assemble and 
fix the luggage rack, turn the eccentric lever to the lower position (5L0 071 151)

Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profile; capacity up to 20 kgs. The 
bicycle holder is the right thing for all ambitious bikers. The carrier consists of an 
aerodynamically shaped aluminium profile and holder of chrome-plated steel. 
Easy mounting crossbars allow for easy handling. It weighs around 3.2 kg. The 
bicycle holder tested in City-Crash test is lockable (3T0 071 128B)

No photo:
Lockable bicycle carrier with metal profile (3T0 071 128)

Luggage basket; including fastening net and straps (LBT 009 006)

*Mandatory for any fitment on the roof area



SAFETY

Safety bolt set prevents an unauthorized removal of the wheel by 
necessitating use of a special attachment (000 071 597C)

Car care products tailored precisely to your vehicle. Information about 
the complete range is available at your ŠKODA authorized partner.

Tested tow rope permits towing of vehicles weighing up to 2,500 kg 
(GAA 500 001)

ISOFIX G 0/1
child seat (5L0 019 905); RWF frame for rear-facing fitting 
(DDF 000 003A); FWF frame for forward-facing fitting 
(5L0 019 902); headrest (5L0 019 903)

Wavo 1-2-3
child seat
(5L0 019 900B)

Wavo Kind
child seat
(5L0 019 900C)

Protective pad under the child seat* (000 017 819A)

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name 0+ (0–13) 1 (9–18) 2 (15–25) 3 (22–36)

ISOFIX G 0/1 with RWF frame 0–18

Wavo 1-2-3 15–36

Wavo Kind 15–36
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